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Abstract
A necessary and sufficient condition for a linear map to preserve group majorizations is
given. The condition is applied to prove some preservation results. © 2001 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a closed subgroup G of the orthogonal group O(V ) acting on a linear space
V, group majorization induced by G (in short, G-majorization) is the preorderingG
on V defined by
y G x ⇔ y ∈ conv Gx,
where conv Gx denotes the convex hull of the orbit Gx := {gx: g ∈ G} (cf. [6]).
Throughout the paper V and W are finite-dimensional real inner product spaces.
In the sequel, we assume that V and W are provided with group majorization pre-
orderings G and H , respectively, where G ⊂ O(V ) and H ⊂ O(W) are closed
groups. We say that a map T : V → W is isotone with respect to G and H (in
other words, T preserves group majorizations G and H ) if
y G x ⇒ Ty H T x
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for all x, y ∈ V . Many researchers are interested in such maps defined on various
spaces of practical interest. Niezgoda and Otachel [11] have characterized differen-
tiable isotone maps w.r.t. cone preorderings. The problem of the isotonicity w.r.t. so-
called group induced cone orderings was discussed in [9]. Ando [1] has studied linear
maps preserving classical majorization induced by permutation group acting on Rn.
Dean and Verducci [4] have examined maps of this type in the context of applications
in probability and statistics. Recently, Beasley and Lee [3] have given sufficient and
necessary conditions for a linear map to preserve multivariate majorization on matrix
space Mm,n(R).
In the present paper, we develop some ideas of the above-mentioned authors from
the group of permutations to a closed group of orthogonal operators. In Section 2,
we present an approach to the problem of characterization of isotone linear maps on
general linear spaces equipped with group majorizations. Section 3 is devoted to a
discussion of our results for the coordinate sign changes group. In Section 4, as an
application, we provide unified proofs of some known preservation theorems from
[1,3,4] related to subgroups of the permutation group.
2. Isotone linear maps
We begin our discussion with the following result which is based on an idea in-
cluded in [1, Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a linear map from V to W. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
(ii) For any x ∈ V and g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that
Tgx = hT x. (1)
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): If T is isotone, then for any x ∈ V and g ∈ G we have T x H
Tgx and Tgx H T x, since x G gx and gx G x. Now by virtue of Steerneman
[12, Proposition 2.1(iii)], there exists h ∈ H such that Tgx = hT x.
(ii)⇒ (i): Let y G x for some x, y ∈ V . Then y =∑ni=1 λigix for some λi > 0,∑n
i=1 λi = 1, and gi ∈ G. Hence, Ty =
∑n
i=1 λiT gix =
∑n
i=1 λihiT x, where hi ∈
H is such that Tgix = hiT x by (1). Accordingly, Ty belongs to the convex hull of
the orbit HT x, which means Ty H T x. 
Condition (1) says that image of any G-orbit Gx under T is included in H-orbit of
T x:
TGx ⊂ HT x.
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In general, the map h ∈ H in (1) depends on g ∈ G and x ∈ V . However, h does not
depend on x for finite or countable groups H. In this way we can obtain a simpler
condition on the isotonicity of a linear map (cf. [1, Theorem 2.6]).
Theorem 2.2. Let T : V → W be a linear map. Suppose that H is finite or count-
able. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
(ii) For any g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that
Tg = hT . (2)
Proof. Fix any g ∈ G. By Theorem 2.1, it is enough to prove that the following two
statements are equivalent:
(a) For any x ∈ V there exists h ∈ H such that Tgx = hT x.
(b) There exists h ∈ H such that Tg = hT .
The implication (b) ⇒ (a) is trivial.
(a) ⇒ (b): For h ∈ H , let Vh denote the kernel of the linear map Tg − hT from
V to W. By (a), we have V =⋃h∈H Vh. We shall show that there exists h ∈ H such
that dim Vh = dim V . On the contrary, suppose that dim Vh < dim V for all h ∈ H .
Then each Vh is a closed boundary set. So V is a set of the first category, since
V =⋃h∈H Vh and H is finite or countable. This is impossible by Baire’s theorem.
In consequence, dim Vh = dim V and Vh = V for some h ∈ H . Hence, (T g −
hT )x = 0 for all x ∈ V , which gives Tg = hT , as required. 
Any linear map T : V → W can be represented in the form
T x = 〈x, a1〉e1 + · · · + 〈x, an〉en, x ∈ V, (3)
for some vectors a1, . . . , an ∈ V depending on T, where 〈·, ·〉 is inner product on
V and e1, . . . , en is an orthonormal basis in W. For example, if T : Rm → Rn, then
aT1 , . . . , a
T
n can be treated as rows of the matrix M corresponding to T w.r.t. the
standard bases.
Thus, the problem of finding the isotone linear maps T leads to finding suit-
able vectors a1, . . . , an ∈ V satisfying (3). In Theorem 2.3, we rewrite condition
(2) in terms of the vectors. As can be seen in this theorem, for each g ∈ G the
vector a := [aT1 , . . . , aTn ]T ∈ V × · · · × V = V n should be a solution of the follow-
ing linear equation: (In ⊗ g − h⊗ Im)a = 0 with some unknown h ∈ H , where
m = dim V and n = dim W , ⊗ is the Kronecker product, and Im and In are the
identity maps (matrices) on V and W, respectively.
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
(ii) For any g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that
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
g 0
.
.
.
0 g




a1
...
an

 =


h11Im · · · h1nIm
...
...
hn1Im · · · hnnIm




a1
...
an

, (4)
where h is represented by n× n matrix [hij ], that is,
hei = h1ie1 + · · · + hnien, i = 1, . . . , n. (5)
Proof. Applying (3), we see that statement (ii) of Theorem 2.2 can be equivalently
presented as:
(iii) For any g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that for each x ∈ V
〈gx, a1〉e1 + · · · + 〈gx, an〉en = 〈x, a1〉he1 + · · · + 〈x, an〉hen.
Because G ⊂ O(V ), we have GT = G−1 = G, and therefore, by (5), (iii) can be
rewritten in the form as follows.
(iv) For any g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that for each x ∈ V
〈x, ga1〉e1 + · · · + 〈x, gan〉en = 〈x, h11a1 + · · · + h1nan〉e1
+ · · · + 〈x, hn1a1 + · · · + hnnan〉en.
It is easily seen that (iv) is equivalent to the following condition.
(v) For any g ∈ G there exists h ∈ H such that
ga1 = h11a1 + · · · + h1nan,
... (6)
gan = hn1a1 + · · · + hnnan.
Now observe that (6) and (4) are the same, which proves the theorem. 
3. Case of diagonal groups
In this section, we discuss the case when W = Rn and H is a subgroup of the
group Cn of all coordinate sign changes. Recall that h ∈ Cn iff h is the diagonal
matrix diag(h11, . . . , hnn) for some hii = ±1, i = 1, . . . , n, on the main diagonal.
Then (4) takes the form
ga1 = h11a1,
... (7)
gan = hnnan.
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Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, let Hi := {λ ∈ R: λ =
hii for some h ∈ H }, i = 1, . . . , n. If H = H1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn, then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
(ii) Each vector ai in (3), i = 1, . . . , n, is a joint eigenvector of all g ∈ G with an
eigenvalue belonging to Hi (or ai is 0), i.e.,
ai ∈ Vi :=
⋂
g∈G
⋃
λ∈Hi
{v ∈ V : gv = λv}. (8)
Example 3.1. Let V = W = Rn and G = H = Cn. We shall show that the only
isotone (w.r.t. Cn and Cn) linear maps T : Rn → Rn are represented by n× n
matrices having at least n− 1 zeros in each row:
M =


0 · · · · · · c1 · · · 0
...
...
0 · · · cn · · · · · · 0

,
where c1, . . . , cn ∈ R.
Notice that Hi = {1,−1}, i = 1, . . . , n. On account of Corollary 3.1, it is enough
to show that each Vi consists of all vectors [0, . . . , 0, c, 0, . . . , 0]T containing at
least n− 1 zeros, where c ∈ R. In fact, every such a vector is an eigenvector with
eigenvalue±1 for each g ∈ G = Cn. On the other hand, let v = [v1, . . . , vn]T ∈ Vi .
Assume v /= 0. Then its jth entry vj /= 0 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consider g :=
diag(1, . . . ,−1, . . . , 1) ∈ G whose jth diagonal entry is −1 and remaining ones are
1. Since vj /= 0, we get gv /= v. Therefore, gv = −v, and next v1 = · · · = vj−1 =
vj+1 = · · · = vn = 0, which completes the proof.
Example 3.2. Put V = W = Rn and H = Cn. Let G = Pn, the group of all n×
n permutation matrices, n > 2. We shall prove that a linear map T : Rn → Rn is
isotone w.r.t. Pn and Cn if and only if its n× n matrix has the following form:
M =


c1 · · · c1
...
...
cn · · · cn

,
where c1, . . . , cn ∈ R.
By Corollary 3.1, it is sufficient to show that each element of Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, has
equal all entries, and vice versa. Let v = [v1, . . . , vn]T ∈ Vi , where Hi = {1,−1}.
Suppose that vj /= vk for some j /= k, where j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Take g ∈ G to be the
permutation matrix interchanging vj and vk and remaining vl in its place for l /= j, k.
Then gv /= v. Consequently, gv = −v, since v ∈ Vi . Hence, vl = −vl for l /= j, k,
and vj = −vk . Therefore, v = [0, . . . , 0, c, 0, . . . , 0,−c, 0, . . . , 0]T for some real
number c. If c /= 0, then the same reasoning as previously for entries 0 and c in-
stead of vj and vk permits us to deduce that 0 = −c, a contradiction. In this way
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v = [0, . . . , 0]T. This contradicts the assumption and proves that v1 = · · · = vn for
v = [v1, . . . , vn]T ∈ Vi , as claimed. Conversely, it is easily seen that each vector
having equal all entries must be a member of Vi .
Example 3.3. Again put V = W = Rn and H = Cn. For even n, let G be the group
consisting of all n× n permutation matrices of type[
P 0
0 P˜
]
and
[
0 Q
Q˜ 0
]
,
where P, P˜ , Q and Q˜ are n2 × n2 permutation matrices. We shall prove that a linear
map T : Rn → Rn is isotone w.r.t. G and Cn if and only if it has n× n matrix
M =


c1 · · · c1 ±c1 · · · ±c1
...
...
...
...
cn · · · cn ±cn · · · ±cn

,
where c1, . . . , cn ∈ R, and each row has the same signs in its n2 × 1 right side.
As previously, we are interested in sets Vi . It is not hard to check that vectors of
the type [c, . . . , c,±c, . . . ,±c]T, c ∈ R, belong to Vi . By Corollary 3.1, it remains
to show that such vectors are the only elements of Vi . Let [vT, wT]T ∈ Vi , where v
and w are n2 × 1 vectors. Since Hi = {1,−1}, we have[
P 0
0 P˜
] [
v
w
]
=
[
v
w
]
or
[
P 0
0 P˜
] [
v
w
]
= −
[
v
w
]
and [
0 Q
Q˜ 0
] [
v
w
]
=
[
v
w
]
or
[
0 Q
Q˜ 0
] [
v
w
]
= −
[
v
w
]
for all n2 × n2 permutation matrices P, P˜ , Q and Q˜. Therefore, in particular,
Qw = v, Q˜v = w or Qw = −v, Q˜v = −w. (9)
From this QQ˜v = v and Q˜Qw = w for all n2 × n2 permutation matrices Q and Q˜.
Hence, v = [c, . . . , c]T and w = [d, . . . , d]T for some c, d ∈ R. It follows from (9)
that d = c or d = −c. In consequence, [vT, wT]T = [c, . . . , c,±c, . . . ,±c]T, where
the signs on the right-hand side are all the same. This is exactly our assertion.
4. Case of permutation groups
We now study subgroups H of the permutation matrices groupPn acting on W =
Rn. Each h ∈ H is an n× n matrix [hij ] such that
hij =
{
1 for j = σ(i),
0 for j /= σ(i)
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for some σ ∈ n, in symbol h = R(σ). Here n stands for the group of all permu-
tations of {1, . . . , n}. Thus, there is a subgroup n(H) of n generated by H. By
virtue of Theorem 2.3, we obtain:
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, let H ⊂ Pn. Then the fol-
lowing two conditions are equivalent:
(i) T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
(ii) For any g ∈ G there exists σ ∈ n(H) such that
ga1 = aσ(1),
... (10)
gan = aσ(n).
In particular, the G-orbit of each vector ak in (3), k = 1, . . . , n, is included in the
set {a1, . . . , an}, whenever T is isotone w.r.t. G and H .
A preliminary method to determine vectors a1, . . . , an in V generated by isotone
linear maps is based on the last statement of the above result. Namely, if a ∈ V is
a member of the set {a1, . . . , an}, then the whole G-orbit of a should be contained
in this set. In addition, {a1, . . . , an} should be a union of orbits of this type. More
precisely, if each member of H is of the type h = Ir ⊗ P for some µ× µ permuta-
tion matrix P and some positive integers r, µ such that rµ = n, then n(H) = {σ =
τ ⊕ · · · ⊕ τ : τ ∈ µ}, where the symbol τ ⊕ · · · ⊕ τ denotes the permutation in n
satisfying (τ ⊕ · · · ⊕ τ )(jµ+ i) = jµ+ τ (i) for j = 0, . . . , r − 1, i = 1, . . . , µ.
Therefore, by (10), for each g ∈ G there should exist τ ∈ µ such that
gajµ+i = ajµ+τ (i), j = 0, . . . , r − 1, i = 1, . . . , µ. (11)
Hence,
Gajµ+i ⊂ {ajµ+1, . . . , ajµ+µ}, j = 0, . . . , r − 1, i = 1, . . . , µ, (12)
so the cardinality of the orbit Gak, k = 1, . . . , n, should be not greater than µ (see
Example 4.2). In particular, if r = 1, then µ = n = dim W (see Example 4.1). So,
in forthcoming examples, we shall be interested in vectors a ∈ V satisfying the fol-
lowing necessary condition:
card G: card S(a)  µ, (13)
where S(a) := {g ∈ G: ga = a for all g ∈ G} is the stabilizer of a, because
card Ga = card (G/S(a)) = card G: card S(a) (for finite G), where G/S(a) :=
{gS(a) ∈ G: g ∈ G} is the quotient set.
Example 4.1. In this example, our goal is to derive some results of [4] and [1]
from Corollary 4.1. Let V = Rm and W = Rn. Put G = Pm and H = Pn. It is well
known that the group majorization Pm is the classical majorization on Rm (see [8,
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p. 23] and [5, pp. 3 and 4]). (For Pn analogously.) Then Theorem 2.2 reduces to
Theorem 3 of [4] and, by the above discussion, Corollary 4.1 gives Theorem 1 of
[4]. Namely, a linear map T : Rm → Rn is isotone iff its n×m matrix M can be
presented in the form
M = R(σ)


M1
...
Mp

 (14)
for some σ ∈ n, where each matrixMi consists of rows being full permutation orbit
of its first row.
For instance, if m = n, then rows of Mi , i = 1, . . . , p, are
aT = [c, . . . , c] or aT = [c, . . . , c, d, c, . . . , c] (15)
for some c, d ∈ R, c /= d . Indeed, in the first case S(a) = G and card (G/S(a)) =
1  n = µ, and in the second card (G/S(a)) = n!: (n− 1)! = n = µ. Other situa-
tions give card (G/S(a)) > n.
Thus, by (14), in the first case p = n and Mi = [ci, . . . , ci ] for some ci ∈ R,
i = 1, . . . , n. Then
M =


c1 · · · c1
...
...
cn · · · cn

.
In other words,
T x =
(
n∑
i=1
xi
)
c1
...
cn

, x ∈ Rn. (16)
And the second case, by (14), leads to p = 1 and
M = R(σ)M1 = R(σ)


d c · · · c
c d · · · c
...
...
.
.
.
...
c c · · · d


for some σ ∈ n and c, d ∈ R, c /= d . So
T x = (d − c)R(σ)x + cJnx, x ∈ Rn, (17)
where Jn is n× n matrix of all ones.
Summarizing, each isotone linear map T : Rn → Rn has form (16) or (17). This
is in accordance with Ando’s result [1, Corollary 2.7] (cf. also [3, Lemma 2.6] and
[4, Corollary 1.2]).
Example 4.2. Beasley and Lee [3] characterized the isotonicity w.r.t. multivari-
ate majorizations. In this example, we show how to obtain their main result from
Corollary 4.1.
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Let Mn,m(R) be the set of all n×m real matrices, n > 2. For Z ∈ Mn,m(R), the
symbols Z1•, . . . , Zn• and Z•1, . . . , Z•m denote rows and columns of Z, respective-
ly. Given X,Y ∈ Mn,m(R) we say that Y is (column) multivariate majorized by X if
Y = DX for some n× n doubly stochastic matrix D (cf. [3]). Since D is a convex
combination of some n× n permutation matrices (see [8, p. 19]), the relation of
multivariate majorization can be treated as a group majorization ordering. Namely,
identifying Mn,m(R) and Rnm by
Z = [Z•1, . . . , Z•m] ↔


Z•1
...
Z•m

,
we can consider the group G of all nm× nm permutation matrices of the form
Im ⊗ P , where P is an n× n permutation matrix. Then a simple calculation shows
that the multivariate majorization on Mn,m(R) can be treated as the G-majorization
on Rnm.
We shall investigate isotone linear maps T : V → W , where V = W = Mn,m(R)
and G = H . According to Corollary 4.1, at first we shall look for matrices A ∈
Mn,m(R) satisfying necessary condition of type (13). Here, card G = n! and µ =
n. So we want to have A such that card S(A)  n!
µ
= (n− 1)!. Consider an n×m
matrix
A =


c1 · · · cm
...
...
c1 · · · cm
...
...
c1 · · · cm


or A =


c1 · · · cm
...
...
d1 · · · dm
...
...
c1 · · · cm


. (18)
In the former case the stabilizer S(A) of A is equal to G and cardS(A) = n! 
(n− 1)!. And the latter gives card S(A) = (n− 1)!, whenever di /= ci for some
i = 1, . . . ,m. This means that (13) is fulfilled for such type of matrices. Moreover,
these are the unique members of Mn,m(R)with property (13). Indeed, if card S(A) 
(n− 1)!, then each column of A should be of the form [ci, . . . , ci, di, ci , . . . , ci ]T (cf.
Example 4.1, (15)). In addition, all elements di , i = 1, . . . ,m, should be placed in
the same row, because otherwise card S(A) < (n− 1)!.
In the sequel, to simplify notation, we use the same symbol 〈·, ·〉 for the standard
inner product on both Mn,m(R) and Rn. Let Eij be the n×m matrix whose (i, j)
entry is 1 and all others are 0, and let e be the n× 1 vector of all ones. A linear map
T : Mn,m(R)→ Mn,m(R) can be written as follows:
TX = 〈X,A11〉E11 + · · · + 〈X,A1m〉E1m
+ · · · + 〈X,An1〉En1 + · · · + 〈X,Anm〉Enm (19)
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for some A11, . . . , Anm ∈ Mn,m(R). By the above considerations, if T is isotone,
then Akl are matrices of form (18). Our purpose now is to assign to each Akl such a
matrix so that Corollary 4.1 holds.
Case (I) Let A11, . . . , Anm ∈ Mn,m(R) be defined by
Akl :=


cl1k · · · clmk
...
...
cl1k · · · clmk

, k = 1, . . . , n, l = 1, . . . ,m, (20)
for arbitrary real numbers clik , i = 1, . . . ,m. We shall derive a matrix form of isotone
T corresponding to (19) and (20).
There exist matrices Kl = [Klki] ∈ Mn,m(R) and L = [Lil] ∈ Mm,m(0, 1) satis-
fying
Akl =


Klk1L1l · · · KlkmLml
...
...
Klk1L1l · · · KlkmLml

.
Then a bit of algebra gives
〈X,Akl〉 =
〈
[X•1, . . . , X•m],


Klk1L1l · · · KlkmLml
...
...
Klk1L1l · · · KlkmLml


〉
= 〈X•1,Klk1L1le〉+ · · · + 〈X•m,KlkmLmle〉
= 〈X•1, e〉Klk1L1l + · · · + 〈X•m, e〉KlkmLml
= Klk•




〈X•1, e〉
...
〈X•m, e〉

 ◦ L•l

,
where ◦ is the Hadamard product on Rm. Denoting
d(X) :=


〈X•1, e〉
...
〈X•m, e〉

 and D(X) :=


〈X•1, e〉 0
.
.
.
0 〈X•m, e〉

,
we obtain from (19)
TX =


K11•(d(X) ◦ L•1) · · · Km1•(d(X) ◦ L•m)
...
...
K1n•(d(X) ◦ L•1) · · · Kmn•(d(X) ◦ L•m)


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=
m∑
l=1


0 · · · 0 Kl1•(d(X) ◦ L•l ) 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 Kln•(d(X) ◦ L•l) 0 · · · 0


=
m∑
l=1


Kl1•
...
Kln•

 [0 · · · 0 d(X) ◦ L•l 0 · · · 0]
=
m∑
l=1
Kl
[
0 · · · 0 d(X) ◦ L•l 0 · · · 0
]
=
m∑
l=1
KlD(X)
[
0 · · · 0 L•l 0 · · · 0
]
.
In this way, we get
TX =
m∑
l=1
KlD(X)LDl, X ∈ Mn,m(R), (21)
for some matrices Kl ∈ Mn,m(R) and L ∈ Mm,m(0, 1), where Dl is the m×m ma-
trix whose (l, l) entry is 1 and the remaining ones are 0.
Case (II) Similarly, as in Case (I), our interest is to find a matrix form of isotone T
using (19) and the second type matrices in (18), that is, matrices
Akl :=


c1l · · · cml
...
...
d1l · · · dml
...
...
c1l · · · cml


(← iklth row),
k = 1, . . . , n, l = 1, . . . ,m, (22)
for arbitrary real numbers cil and dil , i = 1, . . . ,m, and for ikl ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We
suppose that at least one matrix Akl has its row of dil’s different from row of cil’s,
i = 1, . . . ,m. (Otherwise Case (II) is a particular part of Case (I).) It follows from
(10)–(13) (with n and r replaced by nm and m, respectively) that the rows of dil’s of
Akl for k = 1, . . . , n and fixed l are the same but they are placed in different rows.
So there exists permutation πl ∈ n such that ikl = πl(k).
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We shall employ (10) to conclude that the rows of dil’s of Akl for l = 1, . . . ,m
and fixed k must be placed in rows with the same numeration. Namely, the action of
g = Im ⊗ P ∈ G on Akl is the following:
gAkl = Aζl(k)l, (23)
where P = R(4) ∈ Pn, 4 ∈ n and ζl := π−1l 4−1πl ∈ n. In fact,
gAkl = [Pa1l, . . . , Paml ] =


c1l · · · cml
...
...
d1l · · · dml
...
...
c1l · · · cml


(← 4−1(ikl)th row),
where ail is the ith column of Akl , i = 1, . . . ,m. However, 4−1(ikl) = 4−1πl(k) =
πlζl(k) = iζl(k)l. So (23) holds by the above and (22).
We shall now prove that permutations πl ∈ n are the same for all l belonging
to the set L := {l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}: dil /= cil for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Since T is
isotone, by virtue of Corollary 4.1, for each g = Im ⊗ P , where P = R(4) and
4 ∈ n, there exists σ ∈ mn(H) satisfying (10). In other words, there exists τ ∈ n
such that σ = τ ⊕ · · · ⊕ τ and gA1l = Aτ(1)l, . . . , gAnl = Aτ(n)l for all
l = 1, . . . ,m. (See the discussion after Corollary 4.1 with n and r replaced by nm
and m, respectively.) By (23), we get Aζl(1)l = Aτ(1)l, . . . , Aζl(n)l = Aτ(n)l.
Since matrices A1l, . . . , Anl are mutually different for l ∈L, we derive ζl(1) =
τ (1), . . . , ζl(n) = τ (n). Hence, ζl = τ for all l ∈L. In consequence, ζl = ζp for all
l, p ∈L. Therefore, π−1l 4−1πl = π−1p 4−1πp, and next (πpπ−1l )4−1 = 4−1
(πpπ
−1
l ) for each 4 ∈ n. This means that πpπ−1l commutes with whole group n,
and gives πpπ−1l = id , because n > 2. Thus, πl = πp for all l, p ∈L, which is our
claim.
For this reason, (10) guarantees via (22) that
Akl =


c1l · · · cml
...
...
d1l · · · dml
...
...
c1l · · · cml


(← ikth row),
k = 1, . . . , n, l = 1, . . . ,m, (24)
where ik = π(k) and a permutation π ∈ n is independent of l.
Conversely, the form of Akl in (24) implies easily that (10) is met.
We now are going to present T in terms of Akl from (24). For i, l = 1, . . . ,m and
k = 1, . . . , n, put bil := dil − cil and
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Bkl :=


0 · · · 0
...
...
b1l · · · bml
...
...
0 · · · 0


(← ikth row) and Cl :=


c1l · · · cml
...
...
c1l · · · cml
...
...
c1l · · · cml


.
Then by (19), we obtain
TX = T1X + T2X, (25)
where
T1X = 〈X,B11〉E11 + · · · + 〈X,B1m〉E1m
+ · · · + 〈X,Bn1〉En1 + · · · + 〈X,Bnm〉Enm
and
T2X = 〈X,C1〉E11 + · · · + 〈X,Cm〉E1m
+ · · · + 〈X,C1〉En1 + · · · + 〈X,Cm〉Enm.
Taking B := [bil], we get
T1X = Xi1•B•1E11 + · · · +Xi1•B•mE1m
+ · · · +Xin•B•1En1 + · · · + Xin•B•mEnm.
Therefore,
T1X =


Xi1•B•1 · · · Xi1•B•m
...
...
Xin•B•1 · · · Xin•B•m


=


xi11 · · · xi1m
...
...
xin1 · · · xinm




b11 · · · b1m
...
...
bm1 · · · bmm


=


0 · · · 1 · · · · · · 0
...
...
0 · · · · · · 1 · · · 0


×


x11 · · · x1m
...
...
xn1 · · · xnm




b11 · · · b1m
...
...
bm1 · · · bmm


= PXB,
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where P = R(π) is the permutation matrix induced by π .
On the other hand,
T2X =
(
m∑
i=1
〈X•i , e〉ci1
)
E11 + · · · +
(
m∑
i=1
〈X•i , e〉cim
)
E1m
+ · · · +
(
m∑
i=1
〈X•i , e〉ci1
)
En1 + · · · +
(
m∑
i=1
〈X•i , e〉cim
)
Enm,
and next
T2X =


∑m
i=1〈X•i , e〉ci1 · · ·
∑m
i=1〈X•i , e〉cim
...
...∑m
i=1〈X•i , e〉ci1 · · ·
∑m
i=1〈X•i , e〉cim


=


1 · · · 1
...
...
1 · · · 1




〈X•1, e〉c11 · · · 〈X•1, e〉c1m
...
...
〈X•m, e〉cm1 · · · 〈X•m, e〉cmm


=


1 · · · 1
...
...
1 · · · 1




〈X•1, e〉 0
.
.
.
0 〈X•m, e〉




c11 · · · c1m
...
...
cm1 · · · cmm


= Jn,mD(X)C,
where Jn,m is the n×m matrix of all ones. In consequence, by (25),
TX = PXB + Jn,mD(X)C, X ∈ Mn,m(R), (26)
for some matrices B,C ∈ Mm,m(R) and permutation matrix P ∈ Pn.
Thus, we have proved that a linear map T : Mn,m(R)→ Mn,m(R) preserves (col-
umn) multivariate majorization on Mn,m(R) if and only if it has form either (21) or
(26). To obtain analogous results of Beasley and Lee [3, Theorem 2.5] on (row)
multivariate majorization, it is enough to note that if a linear map L : Mm,n(R)→
Mm,n(R) preserves (row) multivariate majorization on Mm,n(R), then the linear map
T : Mn,m(R)→ Mn,m(R) defined by
TX = (LXT)T, X ∈ Mn,m(R),
preserves (column) multivariate majorization on Mn,m(R).
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